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NEW QUESTION: 1
Part 3 "Bonus Program"
An organization has already implemented a static analysis tool
and is considering whether code reviews would have any added
value. Which of the following defect types can only be found by
means of code reviews? 1 credit [K2]
A. Cyclomatic complexity too high
B. Endless loop
C. Conformance to coding standards
D. Conformance to design
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a model that contains data relating to corporate
profits. The model contains a measure named Profit.
You need to create a PivotTable to display the Profit measure
in three different formats by using the Show Value As feature.
The PivotTabte must produce the results shown in the following
table.
How should you configure the Show Value As feature for % Profit
of Annual Total and % Profit of Grand Total? To answer, select
the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
% Profit of Annual Total: % of Parent Total
% Profit of Grand Total: % of Column Total
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/show-different-calcula
tions-in-pivottable-value-fields-014d2777-ba

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. The following multicast IP addresses map
to which multicast MAC address?
A. 01:00:5E:7A:00:01
B. 01:00:5E:8A:00:01
C. 01:00:5E:0A:00:01
D. 01:00:5E:05:00:01
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 4
Symantec Backup Exec System Recovery 8.5 can create independent
recovery points and
incremental recovery points.
Which two statements describe incremental recovery points?
(Select two.)
A. They capture the entire contents of the volume regardless of
if or when other recovery points were created.
B. They capture changes that were made to the computer after
the last base recovery point was created.
C. They are stored in the .iv2i format and occupy significantly
less disk space when compared to independent recovery points.
D. They capture changes that are made to the computer after the
last base or incremental recovery point was created.
E. They are stored in the .sv2i format and occupy significantly

less disk space when compared to independent recovery points.
Answer: C,D
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